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Logical Reasoning with Diagrams & Sentences
Diagrams is an international and interdisciplinary conference series, covering all
aspects of research on the theory and application of diagrams. Recent
technological advances have enabled the large-scale adoption of d- grams in a
diverse range of areas. Increasingly sophisticated visual represen- tions are
emerging and, to enable e?ective communication, insight is required into how
diagrams are used and when they are appropriate for use. The per- sive, everyday
use of diagrams for communicating information and ideas serves to illustrate the
importance of providing a sound understanding of the role that diagrams can, and
do, play. Research in the ?eld of diagrams aims to improve our understanding of
the role of diagrams, sketches and other visualizations in communication,
computation, cognition, creative thought, and problem solving. These concerns
have triggered a surge of interest in the study of diagrams. The study of
diagrammatic communication as a whole must be pursued as an interdisciplinary
endeavour.Diagrams 2008 was the ?fth event in this conf- ence series, which was
launched in Edinburghduring September 2000.Diagrams attracts a large number of
researchers from virtually all related ?elds, placing the conference as a major
international event in the area. Diagrams is the only conference that provides a
united forum for all areas that are concerned with the study of diagrams: for
example, architecture, - ti?cial intelligence, cartography, cognitive science,
computer science, education, graphicdesign,historyofscience,humancomputerinteraction,linguistics,logic,
mathematics,philosophy,psychology,andsoftwaremodelling.Weseeissuesfrom all of
these ?elds discussed in the papers collected in the present volume.

Beginning Logic
This volume constitutes the refereed proceedings of the International Conference
on Digital Enterprise and Information Systems, held in London during July 20 - 22,
2011. The 70 revised full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected.
They are organized in topical sections on cryptography and data protection,
embedded systems and software, information technology management, e-business
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applications and software, critical computing and storage, distributed and parallel
applications, digital management products, image processing, digital enterprises,
XML-based languages, digital libraries, and data mining.

An Introduction to Mathematical Reasoning
Many students have trouble the first time they take a mathematics course in which
proofs play a significant role. This new edition of Velleman's successful text will
prepare students to make the transition from solving problems to proving
theorems by teaching them the techniques needed to read and write proofs. The
book begins with the basic concepts of logic and set theory, to familiarize students
with the language of mathematics and how it is interpreted. These concepts are
used as the basis for a step-by-step breakdown of the most important techniques
used in constructing proofs. The author shows how complex proofs are built up
from these smaller steps, using detailed 'scratch work' sections to expose the
machinery of proofs about the natural numbers, relations, functions, and infinite
sets. To give students the opportunity to construct their own proofs, this new
edition contains over 200 new exercises, selected solutions, and an introduction to
Proof Designer software. No background beyond standard high school mathematics
is assumed. This book will be useful to anyone interested in logic and proofs:
computer scientists, philosophers, linguists, and of course mathematicians.

Introduction to Mathematical Logic
Rev. ed. of: Language, proof, and logic / Jon Barwise & John Etchemendy.

Logic
Accompanying CD-ROM contains "software for both Windows and Macintosh
operating systems."--Page 4 of cover.

Analysis with an Introduction to Proof
Formal logic provides us with a powerful set of techniques for criticizing some
arguments and showing others to be valid. These techniques are relevant to all of
us with an interest in being skilful and accurate reasoners. In this highly accessible
book, Peter Smith presents a guide to the fundamental aims and basic elements of
formal logic. He introduces the reader to the languages of propositional and
predicate logic, and then develops formal systems for evaluating arguments
translated into these languages, concentrating on the easily comprehensible 'tree'
method. His discussion is richly illustrated with worked examples and exercises. A
distinctive feature is that, alongside the formal work, there is illuminating
philosophical commentary. This book will make an ideal text for a first logic course,
and will provide a firm basis for further work in formal and philosophical logic.

The Handbook of Contemporary Semantic Theory
Provides an essential introduction to classical logic.
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Logic in Computer Science
Hyperproof is a system for learning the principles of analytical reasoning and proof
construction, consisting of a text and a Macintosh software program. Unlike
traditional treatments of first-order logic, Hyperproof combines graphical and
sentential information, presenting a set of logical rules for integrating these
different forms of information. This strategy allows students to focus on the
information content of proofs, rather than the syntactic structure of sentences.
Using Hyperproof the student learns to construct proofs of both consequence and
nonconsequence using an intuitive proof system that extends the standard set of
sentential rules to incorporate information represented graphically. Hyperproof is
compatible with various natural-deduction-style proof systems, including the
system used in the authors' Language of First-Order Logic.

Book of Proof
This leading text for symbolic or formal logic courses presents all techniques and
concepts with clear, comprehensive explanations, and includes a wealth of
carefully constructed examples. Its flexible organization (with all chapters
complete and self-contained) allows instructors the freedom to cover the topics
they want in the order they choose.

Simple Formal Logic
Tens of thousands of students have learned to be more discerning at constructing
and evaluating arguments with the help of Patrick J. Hurley. Hurley’s lucid, friendly,
yet thorough presentation has made A CONCISE INTRODUCTION TO LOGIC the
most widely used logic text in North America. In addition, the book’s accompanying
technological resources, such as CengageNOW and Learning Logic, include
interactive exercises as well as video and audio clips to reinforce what you read in
the book and hear in class. In short, you’ll have all the assistance you need to
become a more logical thinker and communicator. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available
in the ebook version.

Logics for Computer Science
This text offers an innovative approach to the teaching of logic, which is rigorous
but entirely non-symbolic. By introducing students to deductive inferences in
natural language, the book breaks new ground pedagogically. Cannon focuses on
such topics as using a tableaux technique to assess inconsistency; using
generative grammar; employing logical analyses of sentences; and dealing with
quantifier expressions and syllogisms. An appendix covers truth-functional logic.

Mathematical Logic
Unified and self-contained introduction to term-rewriting; suited for students or
professionals.
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Diagrammatic Representation and Inference
Recent years have seen the development of powerful tools for verifying hardware
and software systems, as companies worldwide realise the need for improved
means of validating their products. There is increasing demand for training in basic
methods in formal reasoning so that students can gain proficiency in logic-based
verification methods. The second edition of this successful textbook addresses
both those requirements, by continuing to provide a clear introduction to formal
reasoning which is both relevant to the needs of modern computer science and
rigorous enough for practical application. Improvements to the first edition have
been made throughout, with extra and expanded sections on SAT solvers,
existential/universal second-order logic, micro-models, programming by contract
and total correctness. The coverage of model-checking has been substantially
updated. Further exercises have been added. Internet support for the book
includes worked solutions for all exercises for teachers, and model solutions to
some exercises for students.

Term Rewriting and All That
Investigates the application of logic to problem solving and computer
programming. Requires no previous knowledge in this field, and therefore can be
used as an introduction to logic, the theory of problem-solving and computer
programming. Annotation copyrighted by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR

Type Theory and Formal Proof
Aimed at undergraduates and graduates in computer science, logic, mathematics,
and philosophy, this text is a lively and entertaining introduction to formal logic
and provides an excellent insight into how a simple logic works.

Deductive Logic in Natural Language
Logic: Techniques of Formal Reasoning, 2/e is an introductory volume that teaches
students to recognize and construct correct deductions. It takes students through
all logical steps--from premise to conclusion--and presents appropriate symbols
and terms, while giving examples to clarifyprinciples. Logic, 2/e uses models to
establish the invalidity of arguments, and includes exercise sets throughout,
ranging from easy to challenging. Solutions are provided to selected exercises, and
historical remarks discuss major contributions to the theories covered.

Hyperproof
The ability to reason correctly is critical to most aspects of computer science and
to software development in particular. This book teaches readers how to better
reason about software development, to communicate reasoning, to distinguish
between good and bad reasoning, and to read professional literature that
presumes knowledge of elementary logic. The reader’s knowledge and
understanding can be assessed through numerous examples and exercises. This
book provides a reader-friendly foundation to logic and offers valuable insight into
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the topic, thereby serving as a helpful reference for practitioners, as well as
students studying software development.

Software Abstractions
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website
access codes, or print supplements that may come packaged with the bound book.
For courses in undergraduate Analysis and Transition to Advanced Mathematics.
Analysis with an Introduction to Proof, Fifth Edition helps fill in the groundwork
students need to succeed in real analysis—often considered the most difficult
course in the undergraduate curriculum. By introducing logic and emphasizing the
structure and nature of the arguments used, this text helps students move
carefully from computationally oriented courses to abstract mathematics with its
emphasis on proofs. Clear expositions and examples, helpful practice problems,
numerous drawings, and selected hints/answers make this text readable, studentoriented, and teacher- friendly.

A Concise Introduction to Logic
Perfect for students with no background in logic or philosophy, Simple Formal Logic
provides a full system of logic adequate to handle everyday and philosophical
reasoning. By keeping out artificial techniques that aren’t natural to our everyday
thinking process, Simple Formal Logic trains students to think through formal
logical arguments for themselves, ingraining in them the habits of sound
reasoning. Simple Formal Logic features: a companion website with abundant
exercise worksheets, study supplements (including flashcards for symbolizations
and for deduction rules), and instructor’s manual two levels of exercises for
beginning and more advanced students a glossary of terms, abbreviations and
symbols. This book arose out of a popular course that the author has taught to all
types of undergraduate students at Loyola University Chicago. He teaches formal
logic without the artificial methods–methods that often seek to solve farfetched
logical problems without any connection to everyday and philosophical
argumentation. The result is a book that teaches easy and more intuitive ways of
grappling with formal logic–and is intended as a rigorous yet easy-to-follow first
course in logical thinking for philosophy majors and non-philosophy majors alike.

A Concise Introduction to Mathematical Logic
This book eases students into the rigors of university mathematics. The emphasis
is on understanding and constructing proofs and writing clear mathematics. The
author achieves this by exploring set theory, combinatorics, and number theory,
topics that include many fundamental ideas and may not be a part of a young
mathematician's toolkit. This material illustrates how familiar ideas can be
formulated rigorously, provides examples demonstrating a wide range of basic
methods of proof, and includes some of the all-time-great classic proofs. The book
presents mathematics as a continually developing subject. Material meeting the
needs of readers from a wide range of backgrounds is included. The over 250
problems include questions to interest and challenge the most able student but
also plenty of routine exercises to help familiarize the reader with the basic ideas.
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Elementary Logic
At the intersection of mathematics, computer science, and philosophy,
mathematical logic examines the power and limitations of formal mathematical
thinking. In this expansion of Leary's user-friendly 1st edition, readers with no
previous study in the field are introduced to the basics of model theory, proof
theory, and computability theory. The text is designed to be used either in an
upper division undergraduate classroom, or for self study. Updating the 1st
Edition's treatment of languages, structures, and deductions, leading to rigorous
proofs of Godel's First and Second Incompleteness Theorems, the expanded 2nd
Edition includes a new introduction to incompleteness through computability as
well as solutions to selected exercises.

An Introduction to Formal Logic
This gentle introduction to logic and model theory is based on a systematic use of
three important games in logic: the semantic game; the Ehrenfeucht–Fraïssé
game; and the model existence game. The third game has not been isolated in the
literature before but it underlies the concepts of Beth tableaux and consistency
properties. Jouko Väänänen shows that these games are closely related and in turn
govern the three interrelated concepts of logic: truth, elementary equivalence and
proof. All three methods are developed not only for first order logic but also for
infinitary logic and generalized quantifiers. Along the way, the author also proves
completeness theorems for many logics, including the cofinality quantifier logic of
Shelah, a fully compact extension of first order logic. With over 500 exercises this
book is ideal for graduate courses, covering the basic material as well as more
advanced applications.

Exploring Mathematics
Type theory is a fast-evolving field at the crossroads of logic, computer science and
mathematics. This gentle step-by-step introduction is ideal for graduate students
and researchers who need to understand the ins and outs of the mathematical
machinery, the role of logical rules therein, the essential contribution of definitions
and the decisive nature of well-structured proofs. The authors begin with untyped
lambda calculus and proceed to several fundamental type systems, including the
well-known and powerful Calculus of Constructions. The book also covers the
essence of proof checking and proof development, and the use of dependent type
theory to formalise mathematics. The only prerequisite is a basic knowledge of
undergraduate mathematics. Carefully chosen examples illustrate the theory
throughout. Each chapter ends with a summary of the content, some historical
context, suggestions for further reading and a selection of exercises to help
readers familiarise themselves with the material.

Logic
Mathematical logic developed into a broad discipline with many applications in
mathematics, informatics, linguistics and philosophy. This text introduces the
fundamentals of this field, and this new edition has been thoroughly expanded and
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revised.

Language in Action
The second edition of The Handbook of Contemporary Semantic Theory presents a
comprehensive introduction to cutting-edge research in contemporary theoretical
and computational semantics. Features completely new content from the first
edition of The Handbook of Contemporary Semantic Theory Features contributions
by leading semanticists, who introduce core areas of contemporary semantic
research, while discussing current research Suitable for graduate students for
courses in semantic theory and for advanced researchers as an introduction to
current theoretical work

Tarski's World
"One of the most careful and intensive among the introductory texts that can be
used with a wide range of students. It builds remarkably sophisticated technical
skills, a good sense of the nature of a formal system, and a solid and extensive
background for more advanced work in logic. . . . The emphasis throughout is on
natural deduction derivations, and the text's deductive systems are its greatest
strength. Lemmon's unusual procedure of presenting derivations before truth
tables is very effective." --Sarah Stebbins, The Journal of Symbolic Logic

Digital Enterprise and Information Systems
The Logic Manual is the ideal introduction to logic for beginning philosophy
students. It offers a concise but complete introductory course, giving a firm
grounding in the logic that is needed to study contemporary philosophy. Exercises,
examples, and sample examination papers are provided on an accompanying
website.

Proofs from THE BOOK
The Hyperproof courseware package teaches the principles of analytical reasoning
and proof construction using a carefully crafted combination of a textbook, desktop
applications and online materials. Unlike traditional formal treatments of
reasoning, the Hyperproof approach uses both graphical and sentential
representations of information. This reflects common situations in everyday
reasoning which involve information expressed in many forms, such as finding your
way to a location using a map and an address, or interpreting a newspaper story
involving both text and a graphic. Using Hyperproof the student learns to construct
proofs of both consequence and non-consequence using an intuitive proof system
which extends standard treatments of proof with sentential, graphical and
heterogeneous inference rules. The approach allows students to focus on the
content of proofs, rather than on the syntactic structure of formal sentences.
Proofs of consistency and inconsistency as well as independence proofs may also
be constructed in the system. The desktop application can be used to check the
logical validity of all of the different types of proof. The Hyperproof courseware
package contains more than 300 exercises, of which more than 250 can assessed
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by the Grade Grinder online assessment service. The courseware is supported by
an extensive web site through which students and instructors can access online
video lectures by the authors. Instructors also have the ability to create their own
exercises for assessment and access to assessments of the work submitted by
their students. Hyperproof builds on the Tarski s World and Language, Proof and
Logic courseware packages from the same authors. The material in these packages
can be combined to create a variety of different courses, or incorporate as
engaging components of courses that teach logical reasoning, including formal
linguistics, philosophy, mathematics, and computer science. "

How to Prove It
Formal Logic is an undergraduate text suitable for introductory, intermediate, and
advanced courses in symbolic logic. The book’s nine chapters offer thorough
coverage of truth-functional and quantificational logic, as well as the basics of
more advanced topics such as set theory and modal logic. Complex ideas are
explained in plain language that doesn’t presuppose any background in logic or
mathematics, and derivation strategies are illustrated with numerous examples.
Translations, tables, trees, natural deduction, and simple meta-proofs are taught
through over 400 exercises. A companion website offers supplemental practice
software and tutorial videos.

Logic for Problem Solving
This book is an introduction to the language and standard proof methods of
mathematics. It is a bridge from the computational courses (such as calculus or
differential equations) that students typically encounter in their first year of college
to a more abstract outlook. It lays a foundation for more theoretical courses such
as topology, analysis and abstract algebra. Although it may be more meaningful to
the student who has had some calculus, there is really no prerequisite other than a
measure of mathematical maturity.

Logic
This is a compact mtroduction to some of the pnncipal tOpICS of mathematical
logic . In the belief that beginners should be exposed to the most natural and
easiest proofs, I have used free-swinging set-theoretic methods. The significance of
a demand for constructive proofs can be evaluated only after a certain amount of
experience with mathematical logic has been obtained. If we are to be expelled
from "Cantor's paradise" (as nonconstructive set theory was called by Hilbert), at
least we should know what we are missing. The major changes in this new edition
are the following. (1) In Chapter 5, Effective Computability, Turing-computabIlity IS
now the central notion, and diagrams (flow-charts) are used to construct Turing
machines. There are also treatments of Markov algorithms, Herbrand-Godelcomputability, register machines, and random access machines. Recursion theory
is gone into a little more deeply, including the s-m-n theorem, the recursion
theorem, and Rice's Theorem. (2) The proofs of the Incompleteness Theorems are
now based upon the Diagonalization Lemma. Lob's Theorem and its connection
with Godel's Second Theorem are also studied. (3) In Chapter 2, Quantification
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Theory, Henkin's proof of the completeness theorem has been postponed until the
reader has gained more experience in proof techniques. The exposition of the
proof itself has been improved by breaking it down into smaller pieces and using
the notion of a scapegoat theory. There is also an entirely new section on semantic
trees.

A Friendly Introduction to Mathematical Logic
According to the great mathematician Paul Erdös, God maintains perfect
mathematical proofs in The Book. This book presents the authors candidates for
such "perfect proofs," those which contain brilliant ideas, clever connections, and
wonderful observations, bringing new insight and surprising perspectives to
problems from number theory, geometry, analysis, combinatorics, and graph
theory. As a result, this book will be fun reading for anyone with an interest in
mathematics.

Formal Logic
Bringing elementary logic out of the academic darkness into the light of day, Paul
Tomassi makes logic fully accessible for anyone attempting to come to grips with
the complexities of this challenging subject. Including student-friendly exercises,
illustrations, summaries and a glossary of terms, Logic introduces and explains: *
The Theory of Validity * The Language of Propositional Logic * Proof-Theory for
Propositional Logic * Formal Semantics for Propositional Logic including the TruthTree Method * The Language of Quantificational Logic including the Theory of
Descriptions. Logic is an ideal textbook for any logic student: perfect for revision,
staying on top of coursework or for anyone wanting to learn about the subject.
Related downloadable software for Macs and PCs is available for this title at
www.logic.routledge.com.

Models and Games
Previously published in hardcover: 2012.

The Logic Book
Assuming no previous study in logic, this informal yet rigorous text covers the
material of a standard undergraduate first course in mathematical logic, using
natural deduction and leading up to the completeness theorem for first-order logic.
At each stage of the text, the reader is given an intuition based on standard
mathematical practice, which is subsequently developed with clean formal
mathematics. Alongside the practical examples, readers learn what can and can't
becalculated; for example the correctness of a derivation proving a given sequent
can be tested mechanically, but there is no general mechanical test for the
existence of a derivation proving the given sequent. The undecidability results are
proved rigorously in an optional final chapter, assumingMatiyasevich's theorem
characterising the computably enumerable relations. Rigorous proofs of the
adequacy and completeness proofs of the relevant logics are provided, with careful
attention to the languages involved. Optional sections discuss the classification of
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mathematical structures by first-order theories; the required theory of cardinality is
developed from scratch. Throughout the book there are notes on historical aspects
of the material, and connections with linguistics andcomputer science, and the
discussion of syntax and semantics is influenced by modern linguistic approaches.
Two basic themes in recent cognitive science studies of actual human reasoning
are also introduced. Including extensive exercises and selected solutions, this text
is ideal for students in Logic,Mathematics, Philosophy, and Computer Science.

The Logic Manual
Exploring Mathematics gives students experience with doing mathematics interrogating mathematical claims, exploring definitions, forming conjectures,
attempting proofs, and presenting results - and engages them with examples,
exercises, and projects that pique their interest. Written with a minimal number of
pre-requisites, this text can be used by college students in their first and second
years of study, and by independent readers who want an accessible introduction to
theoretical mathematics. Core topics include proof techniques, sets, functions,
relations, and cardinality, with selected additional topics that provide many
possibilities for further exploration. With a problem-based approach to
investigating the material, students develop interesting examples and theorems
through numerous exercises and projects. In-text exercises, with complete
solutions or robust hints included in an appendix, help students explore and master
the topics being presented. The end-of-chapter exercises and projects provide
students with opportunities to confirm their understanding of core material, learn
new concepts, and develop mathematical creativity.

Symbolic Logic
Brimming with visual examples of concepts, derivation rules, and proof strategies,
this introductory text is ideal for students with no previous experience in logic.
Students will learn translation both from formal language into English and from
English into formal language; how to use truth trees and truth tables to test
propositions for logical properties; and how to construct and strategically use
derivation rules in proofs.

Logic as a Tool
Written in a clear, precise and user-friendly style, Logic as a Tool: A Guide to
Formal Logical Reasoning is intended for undergraduates in both mathematics and
computer science, and will guide them to learn, understand and master the use of
classical logic as a tool for doing correct reasoning. It offers a systematic and
precise exposition of classical logic with many examples and exercises, and only
the necessary minimum of theory. The book explains the grammar, semantics and
use of classical logical languages and teaches the reader how grasp the meaning
and translate them to and from natural language. It illustrates with extensive
examples the use of the most popular deductive systems -- axiomatic systems,
semantic tableaux, natural deduction, and resolution -- for formalising and
automating logical reasoning both on propositional and on first-order level, and
provides the reader with technical skills needed for practical derivations in them.
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Systematic guidelines are offered on how to perform logically correct and wellstructured reasoning using these deductive systems and the reasoning techniques
that they employ. •Concise and systematic exposition, with semi-formal but
rigorous treatment of the minimum necessary theory, amply illustrated with
examples •Emphasis both on conceptual understanding and on developing
practical skills •Solid and balanced coverage of syntactic, semantic, and deductive
aspects of logic •Includes extensive sets of exercises, many of them provided with
solutions or answers •Supplemented by a website including detailed slides,
additional exercises and solutions For more information browse the book's website
at: https://logicasatool.wordpress.com

Proof and Disproof in Formal Logic
Providing an in-depth introduction to fundamental classical and non-classical
logics, this textbook offers a comprehensive survey of logics for computer
scientists. Logics for Computer Science contains intuitive introductory chapters
explaining the need for logical investigations, motivations for different types of
logics and some of their history. They are followed by strict formal approach
chapters. All chapters contain many detailed examples explaining each of the
introduced notions and definitions, well chosen sets of exercises with carefully
written solutions, and sets of homework. While many logic books are available,
they were written by logicians for logicians, not for computer scientists. They
usually choose one particular way of presenting the material and use a specialized
language. Logics for Computer Science discusses Gentzen as well as Hilbert
formalizations, first order theories, the Hilbert Program, Godel's first and second
incompleteness theorems and their proofs. It also introduces and discusses some
many valued logics, modal logics and introduces algebraic models for classical,
intuitionistic, and modal S4 and S5 logics. The theory of computation is based on
concepts defined by logicians and mathematicians. Logic plays a fundamental role
in computer science, and this book explains the basic theorems, as well as
different techniques of proving them in classical and some non-classical logics.
Important applications derived from concepts of logic for computer technology
include Artificial Intelligence and Software Engineering. In addition to Computer
Science, this book may also find an audience in mathematics and philosophy
courses, and some of the chapters are also useful for a course in Artificial
Intelligence.

Language, Proof, and Logic
Language in Action demonstrates the viability of mathematical research into the
foundations of categorial grammar, a topic at the border between logic and
linguistics. Since its initial publication it has become the classic work in the
foundations of categorial grammar. A new introduction to this paperback edition
updates the open research problems and records relevant results through pointers
to the literature. Van Benthem presents the categorial processing of syntax and
semantics as a central component in a more general dynamic logic of information
flow, in tune with computational developments in artificial intelligence and
cognitive science. Using the paradigm of categorial grammar, he describes the
substructural logics driving the dynamics of natural language syntax and
semantics. This is a general type-theoretic approach that lends itself easily to proofPage 11/13
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theoretic and semantic studies in tandem with standard logic. The emphasis is on a
broad landscape of substructural categorial logics and their proof-theoretical and
semantic peculiarities. This provides a systematic theory for natural language
understanding, admitting of significant mathematical results. Moreover, the theory
makes possible dynamic interpretations that view natural languages as
programming formalisms for various cognitive activities.
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